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INTROinJU ¿ON 

While tho ocoanB havo historically influenced the destiny and 

the economic process of nations, only recently has there boon a 

consciously sought nexus with tho Bea,   ito resources and their impact 

on hwnan and economic progress and a marked transition has evolved 

from random exploration and casual exploitation of marine resources 

lo a thoughtful appraisal of the economic value of the oceans. 

Several factors have set the stage and pace for this change 

which can be expected to acquire a spectacular momentum in the decades 

to come.    First,  scientific oceanography has supplied information and 

data providing a deeper comprehension of the economic importance of 

the marine resouces.     Second,  the development of technologies has 

permitted to undertake activities that were somewhat impeded by the 

hostile or unknown marino environont.    Third,  as the world pppulation 

increases and the land resources are diminishing in terms of food 

supply, energy, minerals,  etc.,  the oceans are regarded as a new 

frontier to maintain and improve the economic plans and to  fulfil some 

of the major requirements of mankind.    Fourth, as all developing 

oountries are strenuously engaged in the effort of industrializing, 

and the land resources,  as above mentioned,are becoming increasingly 

scarce and expensive,  the marine resource represent a valuable 

substitution for industrial purposes and to grant economic development. 

As the industrial exploitation of marine resources is reaching 

an important economic dimension for the developing countries, the 

complexity of operations, the technologies and the financing of the 

relating projects fio call for effective and immediate participation 

of UMIDO, in terms of technical assistance and supporting activities, 

also in accordance with the mandate of Urna Declaration and plan of 
Aotion. 

J 
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In accordance with tho deciuions of the mooting of 13 Fobruary 1978 

the scopo of this report io specifically to draw attention upon; 

(a) tho naturo and valuo of the industrial exploitation of the 

marine resources to accelerate tho proceso of expansion of tho 

industrial marine Bector in tho developing countrioc; 

(b) the technical and oconomic implications 0' the choice of 

certain priority areas, and of the establishment of relevant 

initiatives and projects relating to marine-based industry 

and marine technology to tho benefit óf the developing nations 
and in view of the Lima targets. 

This report provides information concerning the actual state-of-art 

Mid achievements in the field of marine-based industry and marine 

technology, at UMIDO level, at United Nations level and at international 

level, which would serve as guidelines for strategy planning and imple-      I 

«•ntation purposes.     It includes various recommendations for mobilising 

and coordinating technical and finanoial  resources and to possibly secure 

the support of governmental and non-governmental institutions and their 

oontribution in initiatives or projects to be undertaken by UMIDO in the 
developing countries. 1 

A« the institutional mandate of UNIDO is to assist the developing 

countries in accelerating their industrial progress, it is evident that 

its activities aro not merely focusing upon the land-based industry sector. 

out also to the marine-based industry as well as to any other industrial 

sector, which nan be expectad to contribute to the socio-economic expansion 

of the developing countries, in accordance with the objectives of their 
respective national plans. 

J 
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Rsoommcndationn 

The sean cover about 362 million square kilometers, or approximately 
72j£ of the planet tjurface. 

Directly profitable economic useeof the resources of the seas include: 

(a) Extractive uses 

(b) Manufacturing UDGB 

(0) Services 

Extractivo uee3concern    the location and exploitation of specific 
international resources,  including minerals and energy. 

Manufacturing uses refer    to the industrial and commercial exploitation 
of living and non-living animal and vedgetable resources including the 
Mater itself and its chemical  components. 

Services include,  above all,  shipping,  navigation, ports,  installations, 
safety systems etc. 

The gradual extension and diversification of industrial activities in 
the marine environment are actually involving an expansion of the interest 
of ooastal states and have been accompanied by an intensive activity in 
terms of research and development.     The economic exploitation of the 
resources of the oceans is accordingly proceeding at an accelerated pace 
and involves a large series of initiatives carried out by both some 
developed and some developing countries as well as by intergovernmental, 
regional and non-governmental organisations to foster the expansion of the 
marine industry sector.    Ooean space  is today regarded as a now territory 
which is gradually opening to profitable economic utilisation and intensive 
exploitation,   in v/hich all countries are vitally interested with a view to 
strengthening their economic and industrial capabilities. 

Ih order to meet the effective requirements of the developing countries 
and accellerate the expansion of their marine-based industry sector,  it is 
recommended to proceed to the creation of a consistent machinery and infra- 
structure, having the following major functions: 

(1) To provide a forum for the discussions of priorities and problems 
relating to the economic exploitation of marine resources,  taking 
into consideration the multiplying effects of the expansion of 
the marine industry sector, 

(t)   To assist the Governments of the developing countries in their 
effort of designing appropriate policies dealing with ocean 
resources and their industrial exploitation, taking into account 
priorities and requirements of specific countries and regions, as 
appropriate, 

(3)    To foster the eo-oparation between technologically advanced 
countries and the developing countries in the implementation of 
industrial marine projects 

J 
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(4)    To promote the development and transfer of appropriate techno- 
logicu, necessary to tho progressive expansion of the marine 
induntry sector as well as tho flow of technical   information 
between the industrialised and the developing countries, as well 
as among the developing countries themselves. 

In accordance,  the following recommendations are submitted for consider- 
ation: 

(1)    Co-oporation should be strengthened and developed by UNIDO with all 
relevant organisations of the UN system operating in the area of 
marine affairs and ocean economics, as well as  with any other 
intergovernmental,   regional, governmental and non-governmental 
organisation involved in  industrial activities  relating to the sea. 
In particular,  co-operation should be established with^thc 
International Ocean Institute of Malta,   the Océanographie Institute 
and the European Oceanic Association of Monaco. 

(ii)    An Expert group-meeting should be organised,  during 1979, eventually 
in co-operation with the above-mentioned specialised institutions, 
with the participation of representatives from governments and 
institutions of both the developed ard developing countries, wixh 
a view to exchanging ideas and experiences and receiving guidance 
concerning the factual implementation of our Marine-baseVIndustry 
programme. 

(iii)    The Industrial Development Board and the Permanent Committee should 
be informed about  the objectives and purpose of the Marine-based 
Industry programme,  with a view to receiving guidance and support. 

(iv)    A  consistent documentation should be collected by the Industrial 
Information Section  (Data Bank) and made available to users of the 
developing countries,  concerning marine-based industry. 

(v)    An effective   promotion    campaign should be carried out,  in 
particular by means of the SIDFAs,  in order to  illustrate to the 
governments and institutions of the developing countries about 
the opportunities and advantages relating to the newly established 
Marino-based Industry programme and to assist them in identifying 
priorities and requesting UNIDO technical assistance,  accordingly. 

(vi)    A well-coordinated action,   involving pai'ticularly the SIDPAs network, 
•hould be initiated,  relating to the formulation and appraisal of 
projects of technical assistance in the area of Marine-based industry, 
and to oncourage the specific requests by governments. 

(vii)    Ih addition to the efforts of the SIDPAs,   in the  fiela,   the 
technical officers of the I.O.D.  and ICIS, as well an tn.> programmo 
officers of the Division of Policy Coordination  should cooperate 
in the formulation,  appraisal and approval cf UIIDP-financcd projects, 

•while the officers of the  G.I.O.rt., the NGO and the Public Information 
Sections should devote some effort in promoting the technical, 
financial and public support towards specific projocts of the newly 
launched Marino-based Industry programmo. 
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All this calls for a well-coordinated effort to promoto and systematize 
tho programme planning phase,  to exploro programme opportunities and 
advantages,   and to cet medium and long-term objectivée and priorities, 
not only at  sectoral or national  level but aleo at sub-regional,   regional 
and inter-rcgional lévelo. 

N 

Country and regional programmine activities,   including exploratory 
and connultative missions,  briefing to governments,   institutions,   UNDP 
offices,  Regional offices,   Economic Commissions,   etc.,   should be  carried 
out,  particularly during 1979«     It  should be noted that  in view of tho 
complcmcntcrity of UNDP and UN1DF resources, these missions would serve 
as an over-all programme development function, regardless of the sources 
of financing,   from which specific industrial marine projects might be 
later financed and implemented during the biennium 1930-1981« 

While it is hard to predict the geographical distribution pattern of 
governments'   requests for technical assistance in the marine-based industry 
sector,  some  indications may be retained by the analysis of past and recent 
activities carried out by UNIDO in this specific area (see Appendix 1) - 
Moreover,  the expected growth of the Ilarinc-based Industry programme, 
may well be determined by a significant increase of international interest, 
derived by the promotional and information activity of the relevant UNIDO1 s 
units,  as well as by an increase of resources made available to UNIDO 
to respond effectively to its mandate, in the respect of priority require- 
ments of the develoTing countries and of the LDCs,   for which,   in particular, 
specific technical assistance projects will be formulated and implemented, 
as appropriate, } 

On the basis of exploratory and advisory missions carried out during 
1979.   it may be expected that a certain number of pilot plants and 
industrial marine infra-structures will be established in a series of 
dwveloping and LDCs, with the assistance of UNIDO,  at national and sub- 
regional levels.    Other specific projects aimed at developing the marine- 
industry sector, and tailored to the specific needs of each country,  would 
be formulated and implemented as a follow-up of feasibility studies to be 
oarried out  during 1979 and I960 in approximately ten developed countries 
and seven L'OC's.    These projects may be implemented in co-operation with 
other intergovernmental or non-governmental institutions,   as well as with 
the participation of the joint UNIDO/Romania Centre and the joint UNIDO/ 
Yugoslavia Centre. 

AB the international community attaches increasing importance to the 
promotion of cooperation between the developed and the developing countries 
as well as among the developing countries themselves, the strategy proposed 
to develop,   on a medium term basis,  the above-mc.itioned plan for the 
expansion of the marine-industry sector,   should be designed in view of 
fostering such cooperation at regional,  sub-regional and inter-regional  levels. 

On the long term basis,   the strategy relating to the expansion of the 
Marine—based Industry programme,  will be necessarily influenced by the 
experiences of tho first biennium of oporation as well as by the findings 
and recommendations emanating from industrial studies and the governments 
or institutions themselves,   concerning the identification of priority areas 
and the improvement of the processes of technology transfer and 
development^ including the supply of equipment,  the consultancy and R'*D 
•erviccs and the training. 
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Thie work-plan ßhall necisearily reflect the recommendations of th« 
ftepert group-meetinc which will take placc(ao above-mentioned,in the 
beginning of 1979«aB well ao of the experience gained through exploratory 
and advisory missions or contacts with governmentn and institutions both 
in the developing and in the developed oovuitries. 
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Gonoral norms concerning the richte and dutioe of states in tho use of 

tho marine space 

The Geneva Convention of 1958 contains a series of general normo, 

rules and regulations concerning the right  and duties of States in the 

UBO of the marine  space.    Major innovatives have,  since then, been 

introduced in the form of general norms,   requiring States to co-operate 

in various ways,  particularly with regard to (a) the protection of the 

narine environment  (b) scientific research and transfer of marine techno- 

logy and (c) technical and commercial exploitation of marine resources. 

This represents a significant development  in the Law of the Sea,   in view 

of the benefits which may derive to the national communities and the 

international community by the legitimate intensive uses of the resources 

of the sea. 

General provisions of the Single Negotiating Text also establish the 

obligations of all States " to co-operate in the active promotion of 

the development and transfer of marine technology and to implement accepted 

guidelines for the location, use and exploitation of marine resources 

with particular regard to developing countries ".     Further obligations 

are established " to ensure that international organizations co-ordinate 

their activities in this field " in order to stimulate and advance the 

appropriate use of marine resource, particularly in view of the socio- 

economic advantage of the developing countries. 

Many of these provisions are conPtructive and constitute a considerable 

development of the present Law of the Sea,  particularly with regard to 

the principle that all States have the obligation to promote the develop- 

ment and transfer of marine technology at  fair and reasonable terms and 

must co-operate in this connection.    UN Document A/CONF. 62/tyPB/Part III, 

indicates that " States have the sovereign right to exploit their natural 

svarine resources and they shall,  in accordance,  protect and preserve the 

svarine environment, taking into account their economic needs and their 

programmes for economic development ". 

J 
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With the penetration of the technological evolution    into the marine 

«pace, the ecaa are going to contint    to a rapidly increasing proportion 

of the produce to the world economy,  playing an even more vital role- 

in the development process of nationo.      it i8 therefore,   imponible to 

build a nw) international economic order without including the seas,  as 

it was Btated in the sixth and Beventh Special Sessions of the UN General 
Assembly. 

In accordance and in view of co-ordinating efforts and initiatives,  at 

United Nations  level,   inter-secretariat mechanisms have been established 

in connection with specific, usually regional, projects where,   for 

example in the Mediterranean area, more than one subsidiary organ is 

concerned with co-operative studies or technical assistance.    Each UN 

organ or agency has also granted consultative status to a large number 

of international organisations or institutions active in the marine 

fiald,  in order to encourage and strengthen co-operation and exchange 

of information and expertise. 

In the last five years the^whole stituation has improved,  stimulated by 

the need to prepare for UHCI/)S, even if some serious impediments to 

•ffective action were determined by the actual organisational and opera- 

tional structure of some UN agencies,  and a», effective    co-ordination 

and exchange of information at UN system and at international levels, 

lew arrangements are, however,  envisaged to promote functional co-ordination 

and the appropriate restructuring of organisational and operational 

••onanisms,  in view of keeping under constant review the relevant activities 

and achievement of the UN system relating to marine affairs and to provide 

a forua for consulation and discussion of emerging problems relating to 

•arine space.    This new strategy, as recently emphasised by the Secretary 

flânerai, would open new perspectives for the work of the Uli organs, parti- 

cularly with regard to an effective aanagement of the marine space and th* 

utilisation and preserttion of its resources. 
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COSTOIBÜTI0H UT MARINE ACTIVITIES 

The gradual conversion of the oceano,  which constitute tho major 

surface of our planet,  from a rather unknown economic elencnt to an 

exploitable area of scientific and economic activities to the advantage 

of all world natio.ie,  han been sponsored,   with enthusiasm and energy, 

by all relevant bodies of the U.N.   system especially during the past' 
decade. 

The economic importance of the oceans is basically determined by 

firstly,   the kind of resources actually or potentially available for 

economic exploitation and,  secondly,  the technical accessibility to these 

resources in terms of depth,  geological and chemical structure of the sea. 

The international interest for a rational exploitation of the marine 

resources is the inevitable consequence of the constant acceleration in 

the demand for mineral,  chemical,  vegetal and animal products of organic 

or inorganic nature.    The research and development of technological 

devices is, accordingly,  increasing with a parallel    multiplication of 

appropriate infrastructures and specialized enterprises, as gradually the 

seas will be farmed,  mined'and industrially exploited,  like the land. 

The significance of this development goes, however,  far beyond the 

practical issue of the expansion of marine-based industry,  as it is 

•vident that a new kind of potential thinking and new aspects of economic 

pressure are prevailing in the contemporary scene. 

To implement this new and complex programme,  a number of specialized 

•«•ncies have been created within the framework of the United nations 

confirming the aspiration towards an incrcaoing international co-operation 

to aohieve the concrete objectives and accelerate the socio-economic 

progress of the developing nations.    Together withPAO,  IMCO, UIIEP, UNESCO, 

who are among the most active Agencies operating in marine affairs, also 

WriDO is presently joining, by means of its new programme aiming at tho 

dtvelopmont of the marine-based industry sector in the developing countries. 
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One of the more active arme of the United Nations is UNESCO,  whose marine 

programme is mainly concorned with stimulating and co-ordinating oceanic 

research and associated scientific work throughout  the world,  and with 

providing relevant technical assistance to the developing countries.    The 

Marine Sciences    programme ie conducted by a specialized Division of UNESCO, 

which also serves as Secretariat for the Intergovernmental Océanographie 

Commission (IOC). 

The Food and Agriculture Organization  (FAO) has established since  I96I 

an Advisory Committee on Marine Resources Research.and is extremely active 

in the areas of fishery and mariculture.    The sea and air interface is the 

target of extenoive research and scientific observation co-ordinated by 

the World Meteorological Organization (WI!0)  on a global basis.    The 

International Atomic Energy Agency has acknowledged competence in marine 

affairs with specific regards to pollution problems relating to the discharge 

or release of radioactive materials in the sea.    The Inter-governmental 

Maritime Consultative Organization  (IKCO) has the international mandate 

to prevent and control oil pollution in the  sea through the International 

Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea by Oil, and it is 

additionally concerned with the Bafety aspects of ships,  drill rigs, 

buoys, and other such platforms at sea and marine technology.    The environ- 

mental aspects of the oceans are one of the main programme UNEP. 

All United Nations organizations concerned with marine activities 

co-ordinate their programmes through'   the Subcommittee on Marine Science 

and Its Applications,  or the Administrative Committee on Coordination, 

which strictly reports to the Economic and Social Council,  as well as to 

the U.N.   Office of Ocean Economics and Technology. 

The following ECOSOC Resolution 1802 (LV) illustrates relevant aspectg 

of Marine Cooperation and Technology. 
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ECOSOC RESOLUTION 1802  (LV) PARAGRAPH 1   (b) - 

MARINE CO-OPEHATION AND TECHNOLOGY 

The subject  of marine technology comprises wide fields based on 

physical,   chemical,  metallurgical and océanographie aspects.     Even 

as the connexions between marine technology and industry are importent, 

they have indirect as well as direct implications for developing countries; 

the latter have paid very little attention to the subject of marine tech- 

nology although some developing countries such as Brazil,   India,  etc. 

have established  important centres for the transfer of technology in 

marine fields.     In many countries and regions it would be fair to state 

that marine technology has received no attention.    With this background, 

the following aspects of marine technology arc highlighted,  whose transfer 

can be promoted, by the activities of UNIDO in relevant fields: 

1. Physico-chemical factors associated with fouling in marine areas 
and harbours 

The intensity of settlement of organisms in relation to other 

•oological conditions both in natural and modified environments needs 

to be studied.    Por example,  a survey undertaken in the waters around 

Ooa beaches and harbours and round the local estuary system in India have 

revealed that in certain regions,  especially in shallow depths, consider- 

able enrichment of organic matter takes place which promotes the growth of 

lessile organisms.     These subjects are important to develop anti-fouling 

technology and promote measures for anti-fouling systems in the harbours 

and ports in which the developing countries have still to establish 

requisite facilities. 

2. Metallic contents  (iron and copper contents) in marine estuaries 
and off-shore waters 

Iron is an important growth-promoting trace element for marine 

organisms and plays an important role in the geochemical processes con- 

trolling the concentration of other elements of biogeochemical importance. 

In oases where iron ore deposits occur in proximity to sea,  it is expected 

that iron levels will be influenced in the estuary of coastal waters and 

vary considerably in spaco and time, causing an impact on tho biological 

J 
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and goochcmical conditions of marine watcrc.    Analyois of particulate 

fraction of iron in both the esluary and in-shore regions in Buch cases 

shows high valucD with considerable variations.    The proximity of the 

iron ore deposits of such a region is presumably responsible for the 

high and erratic distribution of the particulate iron  in the waters. 

Likewise,  high concentrates of copper in the estuary and in-choro 

waters in identical cases have been noticed.    These factors are respons- 

ible for ecological conditions of the marine in-shore and off-shore 

regions and depths.     Studiee in these respects will  lead to an under- 

standing of the environmental conditions  in the marine areas. 

3.      Studies of the waves in marine coastal areas 

Sea waves play an important role in  shipping and in coastal processes 

such as beach errosion and sedimentation  in harbours.     The study and 

knowledge of waves in marine areas in developing countrios is practically 

non-existent today.    These aspects have  started to receive attention only 

in the recent past in the case of some of- the developing countries. 

However,   reliable data 09 the waves off-shore are important for the 

promotion of technology for the installation and operation of deep sea 

harbours and ancillary installations.    For example,   studies on the wave 

data collected with wave recorders at 16 - 20 m depth have been systematically 

undertaken along western marine waters in the case of India, with useful 

technological results and implications. 

4.      Study of sedimento logy and geochemistry of off-shore shelf sediments in 
ooastal areas 

The objectives of this study which has started in the recent past in 

some developing countries is to understand in detail the sediment  load; 

its mineralogical composition, distribution, fossile content and their 

variations  from the coast  seawards and the environmental conditions pre- 

vailing in these marine regions.    These étudies are carried out along 

0-100 m width along the coastal waters,   and are useful  in examining the 

extensions of the sand layers and sand-ßilt-clay matter.    The organic matter 

oontents are equally important at various depths as also tho patterns of 

phosphorus concentrations in those sediments. 
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Strate/ty and Objectives 

1 

Experience to date suggests that: 

\ 

) 

(•) 

00 

(e) 

the global and regional action-plans relating to the 

development of the marine-based induetry should be developed 

in co-operation with the government8 concerned,  taking into 

account their needs and priorities} 

the elements of action-plans should be concieved as mutually 

dependent,  so as to provide sound management-tools based 

on realistic assessment of the potentials and requirements 

of the region or of a single country and the socio-economic 

feasibility and advantages of implementing these elementsj 

the action-plans should containt 

i. 

II. 

ill« technical assistance components (including 
experts, equipment, etc.) 

an information component and, 

a study and research component 

a training component 

iv. 

a mechanism for transfer of technology and 
data evaluation. 

In the light of the above, it is proposed that the following objectives 

and strategy should be considered for possible approval: 

(1) Objectives: 

Comprehensive action-plans should be designed and implemented, 

In accordance with the mandate of Lima, in view of accellerating 

the development of the marine-based industry sector in the 

developing countries, and to favour the transfer, application 

and adaptation of appropriate marine technology from the 

industrialised to the developing countrios aa well as among 

the developing countries themselves. 
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V 

(2)      Strato,^ 

The strategic approach for platinine and implementine the Marino-based 

Industry prosammo should bo,   in principle, bacod upon the following factors} 

(i)    assessment of the state-of-art, conditions and perspectives of 

the actual industrial exploitation of vegetal, animal and mineral 

resources of the seas,  and of the foreseeable impact on the eocio- 

.   economic pattern of the developing countries, at medium and long 
term; 

(ii)    co-ordination and monitoring of relevant initiatives at national, 

regional,  sub-reGional and inter-regional level, to foster the 

creation and expansion of marine-based enterprises,   infrastructures 

and research facilities,  includine the transfer and development of 
appropriate marine technology; 

(iii)    collection and dissemination of relevant industrial information to 

interested severamente,  instituons or enterprises,  concerning 

techniques,  achievements and experiences relating to marine industry 
affairs; t 

(iv)    assistance to develop research and training facilities and skills, 

so as to enhance the interest and tho ability of the developing 

countries in the area of marine-based industry and marino technology; 

(v)    promotion of cooperation and of exchange of experiences betv/een 

developed and developing countries, as well as among the developing 

oountries themselves,   on relevant technical,   economic,  scientific, 

administrative and managerial aspects concernine the industrial 
exploitation of marine resources, 

»» implementation of these objectives and strategy will call for the creation 

of appropriate infrastructures,  the qualitative improvement of local technical 

•kills and the mobilisation of investment capitals.    At the same time,  in order 

to obtain tho maximum benefit from the activity of the marine industries, a 

considerable amount of studies and research will be necessary,  which may 

•vtmtually go beyond tho scientific, technical, managerial and financial 

capability of individual countries, calling therefore,  for a higher degree of 
oo-operation at regional and international level. 
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Tho main factor« whioh may be oxpeoted to affect the implementation 

of this strategy, would bo,  in principle, tho following» 

- the new developments in the regime of the seae, which 

are on element of major importance in the changing of 

international economic and political relatione, 

- the need of full operational and economic participation 

of the developing countries in the exploitation of 

their seas resources and in the benefits which can 

derive to them from this participation; 

- the desirability of the developing countries to be 

self-reliant and to ensure that the development of 

their marine industry sector would contribute to 

aooellerate their ßoeio-eoonomic progress. 
i 

All these factors should be considered in relation with the framing 

of policies and the implementation of strategies in order to achieve 

the above-mentioned objectives.    Accordingly, the action plans for 

the development of viable initiatives relating to the establishment 

or expension of the Marino-based Industry programme in the developing 

oountries, appear to be in full harmony with the targets and mandate 

of UNIDO. 

Priority should be given to projects having a multiplying 

•ffeot and whioh would focus on the economic and social aspeots which 

my derive by the industrial exploitation of animal, vegetal and 

Minorai resources of the sea, with particular regard to human utility 

as well as to the establishment of appropriate re lovant infrastructures. 

Aooordingly, Governments and industries will be advised on the 
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planning,  establishment,  operation and marketing of marine-based 

enterprises, with particular emphasis on omall-ccalc ones. 

Services to marine export  industries will be strengthened,  in terms 

of product  improvement,  quality development,  plant layout, management, 

presentation system and sanitation, so as to upgrade raw material 
usage, 

Regional marine-baced industrial  information services would be promoted 

and created,  to assist government and producers to strengthen their 

operational activities and to cope with international competition, 

particularly in Africa,   Latin America,  Indo-Pac'ific region and the 

Mediterranean area,  in the framework of the »Regional Seas Programme». 

Assistance in all regions will also concentrate on strengthening the 

capacity of existing national and regional training and management 

institutions through joint programmes aiming at developing new skills 

and standards,   introducing appropriate methodologies and techniques, 

developing instruction materials relating to industrial marine subjects 

and upgrading technicians and executives of local marine enterprises. 

Each government or institution will be assisted in adopting relevant 

administrative and operational  policies for the marine-based industry 

sector,  in consideration of the specific characteristics of ocean 

resources,  the conditions in which these resources are exploited, 

the nature of the industrial marine operations and the regional and 

international relations which generally prevail  in marine situations. 

Proposed work-plan: 

The activities proposed in this chapter are related to the above 

mentioned objectives and strategy.    They are grouped around ÌS2. initial 

projects corresponding to the purpose of the development of the scienti- 
fic and operational basis of the marine-based industry aector in the 

developing countries, with a view to the advancement of knowledge and 

the rational management of the marine environment and of its resources, 

through the creation and improvement of national and regional industrial 

•arine infrastructures,  the research, the training, the technical 

assistance and the promotion of international co-operation and investment. 

Aie tentative work-plan takes into account the objectives of Lima 

Declaration and Plan of Action, the United Nations World Plan of Action 

J 
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for Science and Technology,  the conclusions of the Third United 

Nations Conference on the Law of tho Sea, those of the Scientific 

Committee on Oceanic Research (S.C.O.R.), the International Councils 

for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES - Copenhagen and CIESM - Monaco). 

It also refers to the medium-term plan designed by the Ocean Economic 

and Technology Office, to som« conclusions of the ACC Sub-committee 

on Marino affaire and the Inter-Secretariat Committee on programmes 

relating to Oceanology (ICSPRO) and to the »Note by the Secretary 

General" (E/5972) on Marine Questions, addressed to the 63rd Session 
of ECOSOC. 

The proposed work-plan is designed to strengthen the capability of 

the developing countries in the sector of Marine-based industry and 

related technology and will also provide a foundation for UNIDO to 

undertake operational projects and supporting activities financed  from UNDP, 
fro« UNIDF and other sources. 

fi2JS£l_l.        Developraeot of national and regional  infrastructures 

§nd trained management and manpower in Marine-based industry* 

TfcU is a multi-disciplinary project, constating mainly of four 
dimensions: 

(i) 

<") 

(«O 

assisting governments and relevant institutions in formulating 

•ad implementing programmes and strategies,  in the framework of 

the Ustionai Development Plan, to create and develop an economically 

•nd socially viable marine-based industry sector. 

fostering a regional /inter-regional co-operation in all aspects 

of Industrial marine research and development as well as in the 

planning and implementation of specific relevant projects; 

earrying out projects and studies, with finance from UNDP, the 

WWW or other sources, for the creation and/or expansion of the 

•trias industry sector, the implementation of relevant supporting 

•etivities and the establishment of an appropriate industrial 
•orine infrastructure! 
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(iv)        providing specialised training and in-plant specialisation 

programmes for management or technicians from the developing 

countries,  as well as the collection and dissemination of 

relevant data and information. 

Por the realisation of this project, UNIDO may work in co-operation 

with other agencies of the UN system (IHCO, FAO,  UNESCO, ILO),  as 

well as with some specialized non-governmental or intergovernmental 

organizations. 

Pro3ect  2       Development of the scientific and technological basis 

of the marine-based industry and transfer of marine 

technology. 

This project will  focus upon the problem of transfer and adaptation 

of appropriate marine technology to foster the progress of the developing 

countries on key technological issues. Teams of scientists and experts 

fro» both the industrialised and the developing countries would be mobi- 

lised in areas such as the exchange of experience and the transfer of 

technology, through consultations,  working group-meetings and workshops, 

and relevant collection and dissemination of data and information. 

Particular attention would be given to the preparation and publication 

of directories oA marine-based industry affairs,   including information 

on relevant research and technological institutions, material supplies  soorces 

and the compilation of standardized terminology. 

For the realisation of this project, UNIDO nay work in co-operation 

with the other agencies of the UN system (IMCO.FAO,UNESCO, the Inter- 

governmental Océanographie Commission - IOC, etc.) as well as with some 

specialised non-governmental or intergovernmetal organisations. 

A oentral feature for the execution of this work-plan will be the strengthening 

of linkage« and the co-ordination of feedback between the various substentive 

aotivitie. and functions of UNIDO,  both at the Headquarters and in the  field, 

in order to avoid duplications and interferences,  and to effectively respond 

to identified needs or governments*  requests for technical assistance or 

information, in the field of marine-based industry. 

Th. i-portance of thi. co-ordination and fa-work ha. been repeatedly 

«phasi.ed by the Executive Director, by the Remanent Committee and by th. 
Industrial Development Board. 
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ïhe amount, substance and ^graphical orientation of technical assistano« 

»otivitios Telatine to th. Marine-based Induatry profframme, in the 

biennium 1980 - I98I aro aiffioult to predict with accuracy.    NovertheloBs, 

on the basis of tho promotional and exploratory work which i» expected to 

bo carried out durine 1979,  it could be foreseen that the demand for 

UMIDO technical asoistance, relating to the expansion of the marine-industry 
•eotor, will bo considerably important. 

N 

J 
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• Conclusions 

In the light cf tho above information,  collected in occasion of 

the survey carried out within UNIDO, as well as through the contacte with 

relevant bodies of the UH system and various specialised institutions, as 

it wan decided by the meeting of 13 February 1978,   it can be concluded 

that important advantages may derive to the developing countries by the 

establishment and/or expansion of their activities in the marino-industry 
sector. 

The factual implementation of the Ilarine-based Industry programme 

and relating supporting initiatives, by UNIDO,  represents a unique 

opportunity to effectively contribute in the acceleration of tho socio- 

economic progress of the developing countries,  in accordance with the 
Lima targets. 

The implementation of the UNIDO Marine-based Industry programme can 

be expected to assume,  since its starting in the biennium 1980 -  198I, an 

effective important dimension, as an increasing nurr.bcr of Governments and 

institutions of the developing countries as well as of the developed 

countries, adequately informed about the characteristics and opportunities . 

of this programme,  would tend to incoar ingly allocate higher priority to 

their participation in marine projects, <n the framework of their national 

objectives.    This development will be possibly reflected in the results of 

a well co-ordinated preparatory work to be carried out during 1979 

determining a valuable momentum in the over-all UNIDO programme of technical 

assistance and placing our organization in the front-line of the UN 

sponsored campaign to look upon the ocean space as a new territory gradually 

opening to profitable economic utilization,   in the interest of the develop- 
ing nations. 

ta this basis the technical assistance which would be prodded by 

UNIDO in the area of marine-industry will place substantial emphasis ont 

(a) The industrialization of coastal areas 

(b) The integration of trathaorcsJ.marine activities and induotrial 
aotivitiea 

(0)   The development of new sources of economy for local coastal 
populations 

(d)   Tho creation of now skills and faoilitios rolating to marine 

industry I 
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(e)    The inoroased oooperution and connection between industrialised 

and developing countries as well as amonff the developing countries 
thomsolveo. 

In conclusion, this report is submitted for consideration, also with the 

purpoce of receiving instructions and ffuidanoe for the faotual implementation 
of the Marino-based Industry programme. 

\ 
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